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SUMMARY

This paper
I documents that FF rate is related to layoffs rather than to output gap
I numerically shows that it is better to respond to layoffs than to output gap

Approach
I Estimate a Taylor rule augmented with layoffs
I Solve for optimal coefficients in an augmented Taylor rule in a HANK model

An insightful and important paper!

Discussion

1. Empirical motivation

2. Relation to the literature + intuition + alternative Taylor rules
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EMPIRICAL MOTIVATION

A Taylor rule augmented with initial claims lt

it = const + ρit−1 + (1− ρ)(φππt + φyyt + φllt)

I The authors also have leads and lags of πt, yt, lt
I yt is either an output gap or the unemployment rate

Main observations
I Initial claims take away significance from yt

I This is consistent with the idea that the Fed targets labor market variables

Other interpretations?
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EMPIRICAL MOTIVATION
An alternative

I Initial claims for unemployment benefit is just a leading indicator
I What about other leading indicators?

Specification k=0;q=0

const 0.589*** 0.224 -0.017 -3.346***

(4.51) (1.14) (-0.12) (-5.33)

inflation 0.414*** 0.461*** 0.107 0.215**

(4.62) (5.24) (1.26) (3.13)

outputgap 0.169** -0.098 0.060 0.036

(2.87) (-0.81) (0.61) (0.39)

laggedi 0.883*** 0.950*** 0.941*** 0.987***

(34.80) (25.43) (46.88) (35.49)

layoffs -0.395** -0.014 -0.189

(-2.64) (-0.07) (-1.67)

dBUSINV 0.302***

(6.36)

PMI 0.064***

(5.65)
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HANK

Kaplan-Moll-Violante (2018)

Cyclicality of inequality Cyclicality of idiosyncratic risk Cyclicality of liquidty

constant idiosyncratic risk

The unhedged interest 

rate exposure channel

 The Fisher channel
Bilbiie (2008, 2019a) (redistrubution due to 

unexpected inflation)

+

Werning (2015) Auclert (2019)

Zero liquidity
Werning (2015)

Ravn, Sterk (2017)

Non-zero liquidity
Acharya, Dogra (2020)

McKay-Nakamura-Steinsson (2016)
Oh-Reis (2012), McKay-Reis (2016)

Kaplan-Violante (2018)

+ =

Berger et al. (2020)
I Heterogeneity: employed/unemployed + individual human capital
I Risk: when fired, temporary wage drop + persistent loss of human capital
I Risk is countercyclical (higher in recessions): Y ↓⇒ u ↑⇒ risk ↑
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MP with HANK
Bhandari-Evans-Golosov-Sargent 

Cyclicality of inequality Cyclicality of idiosyncratic risk Cyclicality of liquidty

constnat idiosyncratic risk

The unhedged interest 

rate exposure channel

 The Fisher channel

Bilbiie (2019b)

Debortoli-Gali (2018) (redistrubution due to 
unexpected inflation)

+

Zero liquidity
Berger et al. (2020)

Challe (2020)

Non-zero liquidity
Acharya-Challe-Dogra (2020)

(2018)

Nuno and Thomas (2019) Nuno and Thomas (2019)

+ =+

What should monetary policy take into account?
I Frictions: sticky prices + incomplete markets
I ”Policy objectives”: stabilize output/inflation + insurance + interaction
I Interaction: Y ↓⇒ u ↑⇒ risk ↑⇒ precautionary saving ↑⇒ C ↓⇒ Y ↓
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BERGER-DEW-BECKER-SCHMIDT-TAKAHASHI (2020)
INTUITION

Why does MP need to respond to real activity?
I Example: cost push shock ψt ↑ ⇒ πt ↑, Yt ↓
I The standard trade-off: it ↑ to fight inflation vs it ↓ to support output
I New objective: it ↓ to fight the interaction

A Taylor rule with output gap or layoffs?

Yt = f (stufft)g(Nt)

I Risk of losing a job is proportional to a change in employment ∆Nt

I Yt is an imperfect measure of ∆Nt

I Layoffs has a one-to-one effect on ∆Nt ⇒ better to respond to layoffs
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BERGER-DEW-BECKER-SCHMIDT-TAKAHASHI (2020)

How to best augment the Taylor rule?

I This paper adds layoffs

I Alternative 1: add a change in employment

I Alternative 2: add a probability of job loss × a consumption decline
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CONCLUSION

I A insightful and important paper!

I Comments
I Empirical motivation
I Alternative Taylor rules
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